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Risk Management Techniques 
 
In Vol. 1 No. 1 on risk management, we divided the retirement risks into two major categories of Systematic Risk and 
Unsystematic Risk and put forth the First Axiom:  

 
The less assets we have, the less risk we can take. 

 
In Vol. 1 No. 2, we more finely defined the risks of retirement and put forth the Second Axiom: 
 

Identify the risks you have in retirement and plan accordingly. 
 
Risk mitigation is the key element to allow us the feeling of safety in our retirement years. This does not guarantee 
safety but can allow us to know that we have addressed the issues the best we can and deal with them accordingly.  
 
In a recent article in the Bernzott Brief, published by Bernzott Capital Advisors, quoted the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention that falls are the leading cause of injury for people 65+. Every 17 seconds someone in this 
age group is treated in the ER after falling. Every 30 minutes, someone dies from fall-related injuries.  
 
My wife and I recently witnessed a  woman that we estimated was in the 65-75 year age bracket on the roof of her 
home using a leave blower to clear the roof of debris.  The cords, force of the blower, incline of the roof, age, time 
of day, recent rain, and height would have made this a dangerous proposition for even the most experienced roofer.  
Clearly, when we consider all of the risk management tools, this episode easily demonstrates one of our risk 
management techniques: Avoidance.  To avoid falling off your roof: don’t get on it!  
 
The four basic risk management techniques1: 
 
Retention:  Maintain the risk on our own.  For example, we may have a deductible amount on our car insurance 
since we can assume a minor damage cost to our automobile.  
 
Prevention: Establish a risk management system to attempt to either avoid the risk or limit our exposure. A good 
example would be to shovel our sidewalk in a storm to prevent someone from falling and suing us.  
 
Risk Pooling: Insuring our risk and using the law of large numbers to limit our potential costs. Good examples are 
homeowners insurance, car insurance, health insurance, life insurance, and annuities. 
Avoidance: Avoid putting yourself in the situation to have the risk exposure. As the example above shows; to avoid 
falling off the roof, don’t get on it! 
 
How does this work in our financial planning for retirement? They can best be explained with a few more risk theory 
concepts.  
 

                                                           
1 Francois Gadenne, Retirement Income Industry Association, “The Retirement Management Analyst Designation, Curriculum 

Book for RMA Candidates, 2013 Fifth Addition 



 
 

 

First, is the frequency of risk high, moderate, or low? Gambling on day trading shows a high frequency and probability 
of losing. So high risk investments that have the chance for default should be avoided. Putting all our money in just 
a few investments, like high interest paying high yield bonds (junk bonds), can be very risky.  
 
Second, what is the severity of the loss? If we invest a significant amount of our money on one stock, and it fails, 
then the severity of loss is large and could be catastrophic. If we invest in a selection of mutual funds, each of which 
have hundreds of stocks, then the collapse of one company may be inconsequential to our overall return. 
 
So in determining our risk management technique to use, we need to determine the frequency and severity of the 
potential loss.  
 
Let’s look at specific examples. In Vol. 1, No. 2, longevity risk was one of our exposures. Failure is catastrophic; if we 
outlive our money we must significantly change our lifestyle or find others to rely on; like the State. The severity is 
high. What is the frequency? Here we may measure frequency by our spending habits. Do we spend more than say 
4-5% of our retirement assets annually? If we do, and we are healthy, good genes, don’t smoke, wear seatbelts, we 
may live a very long time. We may want to allocate a portion of our assets to an annuity to help us moderate, or 
budget, our spending to lower the frequency risk, substantially reduce the longevity risk, moderate the market risk 
and sequential risks. Pooling our risk with an insurance carrier is a potential solution.  
 
For risk retention, we estimate our reserve needed for out-of-pocket medical expenses is $175,000 for the individual 
and $350,000 for a reasonably health couple.  We put that money aside, and out of risk, in the market and self-insure 
the monetary risk and may even take on higher deductibles.  
 
For risk prevention, having a portion of our portfolio with Exchange Traded Funds, and placing stop loss orders 
provides us with diversification* and a limited downside risk.  
 

Third Axiom:  Identify your risk, understand the severity and frequency of the risk  
and select the best risk management technique to immunize or mitigate the risk. 

 (Don’t get on the roof, if you can’t take the fall!). 
 

The next article will discuss the psychology of risk.  

Edu4Retirement, Inc. specializes in providing retirement education and advice to our clients along with appropriate 
investment products to assist in mitigating retirement risk. Please think of us when it comes to retirement planning.  
We appreciate your business and your referrals. 

 

                                                           
* Diversification does not assure an investor a profit nor does it protect against market loss. 

Investments in securities do not offer a fix rate of return.  Principal, yield 

and/or share price will fluctuate with changes in market conditions and, 

when sold or redeemed, you may receive more or less than originally 

invested.  No system or financial planning strategy can guarantee future 

results. 


